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Take this quick 
mentimeter poll!
www.menti.com




When you’re ready to create:
▪ Set a time limit 
▪ Pretend you are in front of a student
▪ Get input from colleagues
▪ Don’t worry about making it short
▪ Not everything needs to be video
▪ Create a quiz that forces students to the 
end of your content





Americans have differing 
abilities (CDC, 2012)
education
Adults without a disability were more likely to hold a bachelor’s 
degree or more than adults with a disability (Census, 2015)
1 in 4 20 year olds
Will have some form of a disability 
before retirement age (SSA, 2019)
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What can librarians do about accessibility?
There are tools to help!
▪ Universal Design for Learning
▫ UDL Guidelines
▪ WCAG 2.1
▪ WebAIM Wave and Contrast Checker
▪ Chrome extensions
▪ NV Access/NVDA Screen Reader
▪ Checkpoints in LMS, slide shows
▫ Grackle Slides, UDOIT, PowerPoint, and more
▪ More! 9
UNCG Tutorials
A collaborative, home grown approach
SLOs for information literacy @ UNCG
Information Literacy Coordinator Jenny Dale 
designed a new set of library SLOs based on 
the ACRL Information Literacy Framework 










Collaborative planning using trello
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Template for writing module content
▪ 2-4 student learning objectives (SLOs) for each module
▪ No more than 300 words per page, at least 5 pages. Use a 
Google Doc template which librarians can copy and use
▪ Must have a visual of some sort on each page
▪ Quick Check questions made using H5P. H5P plugin installed 
on UNCG Wordpress to host the quick checks on internal 
servers
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h5P and library tutorials
▪ H5P is an HTML5, open creation tool that 
allows you to create questions and interactions
▪ Server space is not free through H5P, so UNCG 
uses the H5P WordPress plugin to create 
interactions
▪ These interactions are called quick checks 
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Modules made available via canvas & library website
17
Downloads in canvas as of march 2021*
Plagiarism - 52
Library Website - 29
Popular & Scholarly Sources 
- 25
Citation - 24
Library Databases - 21
Integrating Sources into 
Your Research & Writing - 
20
Creating Keywords - 17
The Big Picture of Research 
- 17
Evaluating Sources - 16
Anatomy of a Scholarly 
Article - 16
APA, 7th Edition - 15
Library Catalog - 13
Picking & Developing a 
Topic - 12
Peer Review - 10
Campus Resources for 
Research and Writing - 8
18
MLA, 8th Edition - 8
Zotero - 7










Exploring Multiple Points of View
19
Assessment: Intern testing, early 2020
▪ UNCG Library and Information Science 
(LIS) Interns tested modules in both 
platforms (library website & Canvas) for:
▫ Time required to complete
▫ Spelling errors and content 
clarification
▫ Helpfulness





▪ More department participation beyond 
Research, Outreach, and Instruction
▫ Scholarly Communications, Tech 
Services
▫ Primary Sources, Special Collections
▪ Harold Schiffman Music Library
▪ Health Science Research
▪ Data
22









Charge: Develop sustainable, accessible learning 
objects to replace existing Flash-based tutorials
Task force: initially 6 members; shrunk to 3, and 
then 2, members
Funding: internal digital learning initiative grant 





Based on Dick & Carey model of instructional design
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
1. What do learners already have to know to be able to complete this tutorial 
successfully (entry skills)?
2. How will the tutorial activate prior knowledge or experience relevant to the topic? 
3. Is the material presented in the context of real-world problems? How?
4. Are the demonstrations (examples) consistent with the content being taught? 
How?
5. How will the tutorial motivate students to stay engaged with the content?
6. Does the tutorial provide techniques that encourage learners to transfer their 
new knowledge or skills into their everyday life?
7. Does the tutorial’s content reflect the learners who are using it? Is it inclusive of 
different types of students and cognitive styles?
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Site mapping
“Rapid prototyping is where all or 
some parts of an elearning course
or activity are roughly built… 
Rapid prototyping shows what you 
intend to do – whereas storyboarding 





● Purpose & “need-to-know”s 







5. [Repeat 2-4 with additional information, 
if needed]
6. Check-in
7. Additional practice, if chosen
8. Congratulatory wrap-up
Self Assessment







Based on Storyline 360: How to Design an Accessible Course 
- Articulate Support 




Using LibWizard for course-specific, 
asynchronous library instruction
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Online instruction increase due to COVID










▪ Mimic in-person sessions
▪ Created with a quiz alongside video 
content
▪ Emphasis on connecting questions 
back to student research topics & 
assignment
▪ Embedded sources for evaluation & 
live websites for student interaction
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Assessment
There’s always room for improvement.
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Feel free to enter dummy info to get through the required questions!
Wrap up/Q&A
Any questions?
You can find us at:
▪ Natalie Haber, Natalie-Haber@utc.edu 
▪ Sam Harlow, slharlow@uncg.edu 
▪ Rachel Olsen, rachel.olsen@uncg.edu
▪ Renae Watson, renae.watson@colostate.edu 
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